























































































Connolly,1903-74??????????????????????????Where Engels Fears to
Tread????????????????????????
M is for Marx
and Movement of Masses
and Massing of Arses







Rees must be given credit, however, not only for encouraging Orwell’s literary ambitions in
the early years, but also for introducing him to other writers in London. Once such
introduction took place on an evening in early 1935, when he and Orwell were at Bertorelli’s
on Charlotte Street. Joining them for dinner that night were two young writers whose careers
had received Rees’s support??Dylan Thomas and Rayner Heppenstall. As usual, Thomas






was more than a little drunk and did not seem remember  anything of the meeting, but
Heppenstall did, and he soon became one of Orwell’s friends. At that time Heppenstall had
published only poetry and reviews and was still a few years from finishing his first novel.?3?
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????The jealous, pushful, intriguing, self-centred
mentality which is so common among young ambitious literary men.??? ?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????200????????????????? ???
????????????????????A Theory of My Time, 1963????????????
????????
I have never had the spending of much less than £1000 a year of unearned income, and
sometimes considerably more, even after deducing tax and allowances to relatives. Before the
war,this was wealth, especially for an unmarried man. Many of my socialist and intellectual
friends were paupers compared me.???
???????????????????????????????????????????














f Rees. op. cit., p.143.
????????????????????????????????????????
g Shelden. op. cit., p.204.








?This life we live nowadays! It’s not life, it’s stagnation, death-in-life. Look at all these
bloody houses, and the meaningless people inside them! Sometimes I think we’re all corpses.?
?But where you make your mistakes, don’t you see, is in talking as if all this was incurable.
This is only something that’s got to happen before the proletariat take over.?
?Oh, Socialism! Don’t talk to me about Socialism.?
?You ought to read Marx, Gordon, you really ought. Then You’d realize that this is only a
phase. It can’t go on for ever.?
?Can’t it? It feels as if it were going on for ever.?
?It’s merely that we’re at a bad moment. We’ve got to die before we can be reborn, if you
take my meaning.?
?We’re dying right enough. I don’t see much signs of our being reborn.?
Ravelston rubbed his nose. ?Oh, well, we must have faith, I suppose. And hope.?
?We must have money, you mean,? said Gordon gloomily.
?Money??
?It’s the price of optimism. Give me five quid a week and I’d be a Socialist, I dare say.??7?



























?????????An Outsider Sees the Depressed Areas??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????
Without any parade of learning he produced breath-taking Marxist paradoxes and epigrams,

















She seemed not so much surprised, as scared, to me, and I accounted for her, odd manner
by the strain of living in a revolutionary city with a husband at the front. When she said she
could not come out to lunch with me, because it would be too dangerous for me to be seen in
public with her, I supposed I must misheard her and made not comment??? In Eileen Blair I


















They had good wine and good food??fresh fish, melons and the sweetest of oranges and
grapes??much more food than any other city I visited in Spain. And there ware parks and
bathing beaches, music and dancing, antiaircraft guns making fireworks in the sky every
night, and tracer bullets arching like Roman candles in the air as Franco’s bombs lighted up
the port. The docks ware miles from the heart of Valencia, so whenever an alert sounded, the
citizens would say, ?Oh, they’re just going to bomb the port, not us.? And they kept right on




















































¡1 Rees. A Theory of My Time, p.96.

















?Foreigners! You have been forced into the ranks of the Red deceivers of the workers, after
being bamboozled with promises which have not been kept, of work and fabulous wages.
Hear our call! Anyone who comes over to us with his arms will be welcomed and sent back








































































































































Where is Rees? Is he in Spain? I hope to Christ he’ll get out before Franco gets to the coast.





















¡6 Rees. A Theory of My Time, p.108.




¡8 Broue, Pierre et Temine, Emile. La Révolution et la Guerre d’ Espagne, les Editions de Minuit, 1981, p.500.
¡9 Mitchell, David. The Spanish Civil War, Granada, 1982, pp.185-7.


























?Homage to Catalonia, 1938?????????????Franz Borkenau???????????
?The Spanish Cockpit, 1937????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????Brave Men : A Study of
D.H.Lawrence and Simone Weil, 1958??22??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????







Fugitive from the Camp of Victory, 1961??????????????????????????
??????????????????????1940???43????????????????
™2 Rees, Richard. Brave Men: A Study of D.H. Lawrence and Simone Weil, Victor Gollanz, 1958. ?????????
??????????????????????????????1985??
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